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leland nelson has compiled an interesting narrative of first
person passages from the history of the church in an attempt to ex-
pand the familiar joseph smith story into an entire volume in
doing this he has included a great deal of material that was not
authored bybyjosephjoseph smith at all in spite of this fact he claims on the
dust cover and in the introduction that this book is exactly what the
title says it is the personal journal or diary ofjosephofjoseph smithjuniorsmith junior
although he makes assertion that the book contains joseph s own
personal account of his feelings revelations persecutions and
day to day happenings and that it assembles together into one
handy volume the great majority of josephs personal journal
entries the journal ofjosephof joseph is not taken directly from joseph
smiths diaries but from material written by scribes and the church
historians for the church annals mr nelson admits that joseph
dictated most of his journal entries to scribes but the implications
of this practice are totally ignored in the identification and descrip-
tion of the books contents

although mr nelson has put together an engrossing and ap-
parentlyparent ly ppopular girstfirstglrst person narrative of excerpts from the early
church annals what is in the book has been grossly misrepresented in
newspaper ads radio spot commercials and the introduction to the
book the compiler has 1I hope unknowingly become the pro-
mulgatormulgator of many misconceptions about the history of the church
that have been rather common among latter day saints since about
the turn of the century in perpetuating some of these inaccurate and
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misleading notions mr nelson is in the good company of many
devoted speakers teachers and writers throughout the church but
this does not excuse his failure to determine the exact origin author-
ship and nature of the material he has published as josephs
writings even a cursory examination of dean C jesseesjessesJessees articles in
BYUbyustudiesstudies 11 summer 1971 439 73 and thejournalthe journal ofofmormonmormon
history 3 1976 23 46 could have saved the compiler from making
misleading claims about the contents of his publication

anyone familiar with the methodology involved in the compila-
tion of the history of the church will recognize that one of its main
problems is the confused and misleading authorship to quote
reliably from this source one should first answer two questions

1 who wrote the original source and 2 how has it been edited for
publication had mr nelson pursued these questions he would
have immediately discovered that many of thefirstthe first person passages
which he has quoted in josephs personal writings are neither the
prophet s personal writings nor even his dictations

although the responsibility for preserving and compiling the ear-
ly history of the church was officially delegated to the church
recorder and historian joseph smith was the prime motivator
behind the work he called able men to the project exhorted them
in their duties regularly and tried to compile his own personal history
for inclusion in the church annals but in spite of the prophets
strong desire to produce an appropriate history he was handicapped
from the very beginning by certain unfortunate circumstances and
personal limitations that forced him to struggle against rather for-
midable odds for more than a decade before leaving the unfinished
history to his successors

one of the main liabilities that hampered the prophet in his ef-
forts to compile a history was his lack of formal education and writing
skills 1 in an early autobiography he lamented that he had been

deprived of the benefit of an education and was merely in-
structedstruc ted in reading writing and the ground rules of arithmetic 2

even into his adult life he often apologized for his literary deficien-
cies in writing to his wife in 1832 he asked her to excuse my in-
ability in conveying my ideas in writing and in 1839 he wrote to her
jokingly if you feel as I1 do you dont care for the imperfection of

journal ofdiscoursesof Discourses liverpool latter day saints book depot 1877 18 118 210 orson pratt
remarkable visions new york J W harrison 1841 p 1

joseph smith letterbookLetterbook 1832 1835 p 1 library archives of the historical department of the
church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah hereafter citeddiedgied as church archives
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my writing for my part a word of consolation from any source is cor-
dially received 3 the prophet worked to overcome his literary short-
comings throughout his life as circumstances would permit often oc-
cupying himself in reciting english and german lessons and in study-
ing hebrew 4

the grammatical vocabulary and orthographic deficiencies of
joseph smith were the cause of much editing revising and rewriting
in nearly all of his published works 5 cognizant that he needed help
in his writing the prophet called men with writing experience and
skill to aid him in the various literary projects of the church over
twenty four scribes and ghostwritersghostwriters are known to have assisted him
during the fifteen years from 1829 to 1844 the period of his
I1 writing see table 1 in the division of stewardshipsstewardships in the
kingdom the prophet believed it was entirely appropriate that the
bulk of the recordkeepingrecord keeping and writing be turned over to others an
entry in his history for 1 march 1843 states on returning to my of-
fice after dinner I1 spoke the following proverb for a man to be
great he must not dwell on small things though he may enjoy them
this shows that a prophet cannot well be his own scribe but must
have someone write for him 6 in harmony with this philosophy of
delegation the prophet observed in 1839 when james mulholland
was working with him on his history 1 I was dictating history I1 say
dictating for I1 seldom use the pen myself I1 always dictate all my
communications but employ a scribe to write them 7 in the I1lastast
months of his life he was reported as observing for the last three
years I1 have a record of all my proceedings for I1 have kept several
good faithful and efficient clerks in constant employ they have ac-
companiedcompanied me everywhere and carefully kept my history and they
have written down what I1 have done where I1 have been and what I1

have said 8

retaining competent scribes was no easy task in the unsettled
and often hazardous conditions of the early church of more than a
score of scribes who worked for the prophet nine left the church

joseph smith to emma smith 6 june 1832 and 21 march 1839 church archives
josephyoseph smith jr history ofodthethe church oflesusofjesus christ oflatterof larrerlatter day saints ed B H roberts 2ndand ed

rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret news 1932 1951 2 318 355 56 3 26 5 292 hereafter cited as
HC

richard P howard restoration scriptures A study of their textural development independence
mo herald publishing co 1969 ppap 40 414 1 jerald and sandra tanner 3913 changes inin the book of
mormon salt lake city modern microfilm co ndn d robert J woodford the historical development
of the doctrine and covenants phdph D diss brigham young university 1974 jerald and sandra tanner
changes inin the pearl ofofgreatgreat price salt lake city modern microfilm co ndn d

HC 5 298

7hcWjhc 4 1

WCIHC 6 409
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TABLE I11
major scribes assisting joseph smith from 1829 to 1844

name beginning ending comment
date date

martin harris 1829 1831 excommunicated in 1837
returned in 1870

oliver cowdery 1829 1838 excommunicated in 1838
returned in 1848

john whitmer 1829 1838 excommunicated in 1838
sidney rigdon 1830 1838 excommunicated in 1844
W W phelps 1831 1844 excommunicated in 1839

returned in 1841
frederick G williams 1832 1839 excommunicated in 1839

returned in 1840
parley P pratt 1832 killed in arkansas inin

1857 while on a mission
orson hyde 1833 1836 died an apostle in utah

in 1878
sylvester smith 1834 1836 later called as one of the

first presidents of the
seventy

warren parrish 1835 1837 apostatized in 1838
warren A cowdery 1836 1836 left the church in 1838

at the same time as his
brother oliver

george W robinson 1837 1840 released in 1840 and later
left the church

james mulholland 1838 1839 died in 1839 while serv-
ing as a scribe

robert B thompson 1839 1841 died during his service
as a scribe in 1841

howard coray 1840 1841 taught school in nauvoo
and utah died in utah in
1908

james sloan 1840 1843 died a faithful member
in utah

willard richards 1841 1844 died while church
historian in utah in
1854

william clayton 1842 1844 died in utah in 1879
after an active life in the
church

thomas bullock 1843 1844 employed as a clerk most
of his life died in utah in
1885

sources dean C jessee the writing of joseph smiths history BYU studies 11 summer 1971

439 73 especially ppap 441 463 andrewandrewjensonjenson LDS biographical encyclopedia 4 vols salt lake city
published by author 190119361901 1936
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some keeping their work several suffered extended debilitating ill-
nesses and three terminated their services in death see table 1

to what extent are the sources rough drafts and manuscripts of
the history of the church the personal writing ofjoseph smith As
early as 1832 the prophet established the precedent of keeping a per-
sonal diary and a letterbookletterbook but only a few pages of these early
sources are in his handwriting joseph began his earliest extant diary
on 29 november 1832 with the caption on page 1 joseph smith
jrsars book for record bought on 29th of november 1832 for the pur-
pose to keep a minute account of all things that come under my
observation 9 A few additional entries are in joseph smiths hand-
writing but most of this diary is in the handwriting of scribes at the
same time the prophet commenced keeping this diary he converted
an earlier journal which contained his earliest partly holographic
account of the first vision into a letterbookletterbook into which were copied
his correspondence and a few other important church documents 10

the diary and letterbookletterbook set a pattern for recordkeepingrecord keeping whichjosephwhich joseph
smith followed the rest of his life A second diary started by the
prophet in 183518318551855 also contains a few holographic entries but all of his
subsequent diaries are in the handwriting of scribes there are only
thirty five holographic pages in joseph smiths diaries representing
only two percent of the content of his eight separate diaries I1 I1 his let
terbooksverbooksterbooks contain about ten pages of his own handwriting and there is

some holographic material in the kirtland revelation book and
the book of the law of the lord except for these few pages all
the sources and manuscripts connected with the compilation of the
history odtheof taethetaf church are in the handwriting of scribes see table 2

of the same genre as the prophets diaries is the scriptory book
ofjoseph smith jr which was written by george W robinson in
1837 1838 all in the third person when this source was used in
compiling the history of the church it was transposed into a first
person narrative of the prophet it is obviously a mistake to identify
such sources as the prophets personal dictation or writing

ifjoseph smith did not personally write most of the material in
his diaries and the manuscripts of his history how much of it did he
dictate it is clear from the prophets diaries as well as the journals of
the scribes that he often dictated to his assistants but it is equally
clear that the scribes and clerks often composed and recorded infor-
mation on their own many diary entries by the scribes were only

joseph smith diary 27 november 1832 to 5 december 1834 church archives
lojosephlojosephleojoseph smith letterbookLetterbook 1832 1835 church archives
jeffrey ojohnson register ofofthejosepbnhethe joseph smith collection in the church archives salt lake city LDS

church historical department 1973 p 12
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TABLE 2
major church history sources recorded by scribes

church history source pages dates kept scribes writing
the source

kirtlandkinland revelation 120 1831 1834 oliver cowdery
frederick G williams

orson hyde
others corrections by

joseph smith

book of commandments 63 nd orson hyde others
law and covenants

the articles and covenants 124 nd john whitmer
of the church of christ william W phelps

kirtlandkinland council minutes 265 1832 1837 frederick G williams
orson hyde

warren A cowdery
george W robinson

others

joseph smith diary 105 1832 1834 joseph smith
oliver cowdery
sidney rigdon

frederick G williams
parley P pratt

joseph smith letterbookLetterbook 93 1832 1835 joseph smith
1829 1835 orson hyde

frederick G williams
oliver cowdery
john whitmer

patriarchal blessings 9volskvols 1834 1846 oliver cowdery
orson hyde

william W phelps
sylvester smith

warren A cowdery
george W robinson

james mulholland
robert B thompson

howard coray
james sloan

thomas bullock
others

sources church archives jessee joseph smiths history p 463465463johnsonjohnson register ofthejosephof fhethe joseph smith
collection
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TABLE 2 continued

church history source pages dates scribes writing
the source

joseph smith diary 193 1835 1836 joseph smith
oliver cowdery
warren parrish
sylvester smith

warren A cowdery

church history 143 1835 1836 frederick G williams
warren parrish

warren A cowdery

joseph smith letterbookLetterbook 245 1837 1843 james mulholland
1829 1843 robert B thompson

howard coray
willard richards

william clayton others

scriptory book of 37 1837 1838 george W robinson
joseph smith jr

history of the 62 1838 elias smith
kirtland camp

far west record 181 1838 1844 oliver cowdery
1830 1844 john whitmer

W W phelps
john corrill
orson hyde

harvey whitlock
sidney gilbert

william E mclellan
frederick G williams

orson pratt
thomas marsh

peter dustin
elias higbee

harvey green
nathan west

ebenezer robinson
hosea stout

joseph M cole

this book was later used forgor patriarchal blessings volvoi 9
although incorporated into the history of the church by willard richards and B H roberts the

original manuscript cannot be located pages indicated are in the published history
although the title page of the far west record is dated 6 april 1838 it covers a chronological period

extending back to 9 june 1830 the only existing manuscript copy is in the handwriting of a later scribe who
copied the minutes and notes of the earlier clerks into a bound journal
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TABLE I12 continued

church history source pages dates kept scribes writing
the sources

joseph smith diary 11 1838 1839 james mulholland

joseph smith diary 15 1839 james mulholland

nauvoo high council minutes 67 1839 1840 henry G sherwood
hosea stout

randolf alexander
robert B thompson

nauvoo municipal courtcotcoiirtairt 102 1841 1845 james sloan
docket willard richards

thomas bullock

nauvoo city council 241 1841 1845 james sloan
proceedings willard richards

thomas bullock

joseph smith diary 281 1842 1843 willard richards

the law of the lord 315 1842 1845 joseph smith
willard richards

thomas bullockBullocbullockybullockjkj
nauvoo relief society minutes 128 1842 1844 eliza R snow

joseph smith diary 309 1843 willard richards

joseph smith diary 280 1843 1844 willard richards

joseph smith history 280 1844 willard richards
thomas bullock

this source was used by willard richards in compiling the history odtheoftheof thefaefad church and by B H
roberts in editing the history from 1902 to 1912 thomas bullock memorandum book 30 30januaryjanuary 1845
church archives HC 5 420 21
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brief incomplete notes some in the third person that had to be
deciphered and filled out by the later compilers of the church annals
much of this editing was done after the original writers and the
prophet were dead such material would hardly qualify as verbatim
dictation

at the timejamestime james mulholland commenced writing the history
of joseph smith he was also keeping the prophets diary he
recorded for june 1839 monday loth began to study and prepare
to dictate history tuesday commenced to dictate and I1 to write
history wednesday thursday friday so employed 12 it is clear
from this diary as well as from mulhollandsMulhollands own journal that this
early part of the history was dictated13dictated13 but did this process continue
throughout the compilation of the history if the experience of
howard coray who worked on the history in 1840 1841 was similar
to that of other writers it is apparent that the scribes did much more
than passively take dictation they took an active role in the actual
composition of the history howard coray was assigned with edwin
D woolley to write up the church history and the two men
moved into joseph smith s new office in the upper story of his store
according to brother coray they proceeded as follows

bro woolley and myself were busily engaged in compiling the
church history the prophet was to furnish all the materials and our
business was not only to combine and arrange in cronologicalchronologicalcron ological sic

order but to spread out or amplify not a little in as good historical style
as may be 14

it was edwin woolley s responsibility to organize the material
and prepare a rough draft which was then submitted to howard cor-
ay for correction and refinement brother coray soon discovered that
brother woolley knew nothing whatever of grammar but he con-
cluded that he would make the best of a bad job and work with
brother woolley in rewriting his material but when edwin woolley
saw how much of his writing had to be corrected thrown out or
redone he became discouraged and quit and brother coray had to
find a new partner 15 he succeeded in obtaining the services of a
dr miller who worked with him until they had used up all the
historical matter which the prophet had given them 16 howard
coray further observed and as pecularpecolar sic circumstances

1212josephjoseph smith diary 10 14june14 june 1839 church archives this diary entry was changed to a first person
account ofjosephof joseph smith in the published history HC 3 375 77

james mulholland journal 10 14 june 1839 church archives
14 howard coray autobiography church archives also deanjesseeDean jessee byustudiesBYU Studies 17 spring 1977 346

ibid
ibid
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TABLE 3
scribes writing the manuscript history ofofjosephjoseph smith

name miMS MS historyhistory of the
bookboc k pages church

vol pages

james mulholland A 1 1 59 1 1 117
i

robert B thompson A 1 60 75 1 118 25

W W phelps A 1 75 130 1 124 95

willard richards A 1 131 531331551 1 6 10
note A omitted
notenotebnootebB 6
notenoteckotecC 9 10

W W phelps A 1 135 57 1 195 222

willard richards A 1 158 553 1 222 493
2 1 160

B 1 553 812 2 161 529
3 1 56

thomas bullock B 1 812 49 3 56 466
C 1 850 1361 4 1 610
D 1 1362 1486 5 1 291

leo hawkins D 1 1486 1547 5 292 384

robert L campbell D 1 1547 1636 5 384 556
E 1 1637 2028 6 1 349

jonathan grimshaw F 1 1 150 6 349 548

leo hawkins F 1 151 89 6 548 631
F 1 190 204 7 1 31
F 1 228 304 7 129 243

sources jessee joseph smiths history p 441 HC 17 vols manuscript history oftheodtheof the church church
archives

footesfnotestnotes A B and C were added by willard Richrichardsaids in 1842 and are not in chronological order they
were not included in the earliest publication of the history in the times and seasons in april 1842 and may
have been written too late to be included notes B and C were added in B H robertss edited version of the
history in the early 1900s but note A which relates to tojosephjoseph smiths early boyhood does not fit smoothly
into the chronological structure which was perhaps the reason for its omission by B H roberts
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prevented his giving attention to his part of the business we of
necessity discontinued our labors 17

because of numerous setbacks and difficulties at nauvoo prog-
ress on the history was very slow until the appointment of willard
richards as the prophets private sect and historian on
21 december 1842 18 at this time the history had been written only
to 1 november 1831 dr richards s handwriting begins on page 158
of book A 1 in the manuscript which is page 222 of volume 1 of the
history of the church see tables 3 and 4

at the same time he started writing the manuscript of the
history of joseph smith willard richards also assumed the

responsibility for keeping president smiths diary a project which
he continued right up to the time of the prophets martyrdom
dr richards boarded with the prophet for several weeks in 1841 and
later shared president smith s upstairs office in the brick store at
nauvoo he undoubtedly obtained much information for the diaries
and manuscript history directly from the prophet but he frequently
recorded this material in his own words usually in abbreviated
notes As the official church recorder and historian willard
richards also worked independently in recording the minutes of
meetings longhand abridgments of sermons descriptions of events
correspondence and many other items for later inclusion in the
manuscript history no one in the church at this time had mastered
shorthand sufficiently to take down sermons conversations and
other statements word for word so most of the material dr richards
recorded was in the form of abridged and often abbreviated notes
that had to be deciphered and filled out for inclusion in the
manuscript history unfortunately dr richards did not live to com-
plete the emendation and amplification of his own notes and the
task was left to his successors in the church historians office

at the time of the martyrdom willard richards had completed
the manuscript history to page 812 in book B 1 book A 1 was ter-
minated on page 55535555 3 to leave room for addenda and the pagination
was continued consecutively through volumes B 1 to E 1 see table
3 at this point dr richards had completed the history to 5 august
1838 but it had been published in the times andseasonsand seasons only up to
the events of 7 january7january 1832 see tables 4 and 5 in terms of pages in
the original manuscript history only thirty five percent had been
written up to the time of the prophets death and none of this was in
his own handwriting

ibid
willard8willardhwillard richards journal 21 december 1842 church archives
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TABLE 4
time schedule for writing the manuscript history ofjoseph smith

persons compiling pages time period when
and copying written covered written
the history in MS inin MS

compilation of the history beforejosephbefore joseph smiths death on 27june27 june 1844

joseph smith A 1 1 59 23 dec 1805 11 june
james mulholland to to

26 sept 1830 27 oct 1839

joseph smith A 1 60 75 26 sept 3 oct 1840
robert B thompson to to
howard coray late oct 1830 27 aug 1841

joseph smith A 1 75 157 oct 1830 18411841 1842
W W phelps to

1 nov 1831

joseph smith A 1 158 1 nov 1831 21 dec 1842
willard richards B 1 812 to to

5 aug 1838 2 mar 1844

compilation of the history after joseph smiths death on 27 june 1844

willard richards B 1 812 6 aug 1838 15 june 1845
thomas bullock D 1 1486i486 to to

1 mar 1843 1 dec 1853

george A smith D 1 1486 1 mar 1843 18 april 1854
wilford woodruff F 1 304 to to
thomathomas bullock 8 aug 1844 30 jan 1857
leo hawkins
robert campbell
jonathan grimshaw

sources manuscript history of the churchjameschurch james mulholland journal willard richardsjournalrichards journal historians
officejournaloffice journal george A smithjournalsmith journal wilford woodruffjournalwoodruff journal howard coray autobiography all the
foregoing are located in the church archives jessee joseph smiths history p 444411
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TABLETABLES5
publication of joseph smiths history

where volume publication period of
published and dates history

number covered

earliest publication at nauvoo

times and seasons 3 no 10 15 march 1842 23 dec 1805
to to to

5 no 9 1 may 1844 7 jan 1832

early republication in englandengland from the times and seasons

millennial star 3 no 2 june 1842 23 dec 1805
to to to

5 no 12 may 1845 3 nov 1831

publication afafterapter josephterjoseph smiths death at nauvoo

times and seasons 5 no 13 15 july 1844 8 jan 1832
to to to

6 no 23 15 feb 1846 11 aug 1834

publication after the exodus to salt laketake city

deseret news 2 nno0 1 15 nov 1851 11 aug 1834
to to to

717 no 46 20 jan 1858 8 aug 1844

republication in england from the times and seasons and deseret news

millennialmillennia star 14 no 8 15 april 1852 4 nov 1831
to to to

2255 no 18 2 may 1863 8 aug 1844

the times and seasons vol 5 no 9 1 may 1844 ppap 512 14 contained the last installment of the
history published during joseph smiths lifetime but this was omitted from the millennial star in the

republication of the history in 1845 it was included later when the series was resumed in the star vol 14
no 8 15 april 1852 ppap 113 17

when the history ofjoseph smith was resumed in the star vain 1852 many of the saints in england
were recent converts to the church who did not have the seven to ten year old editions of the star with the
earlier segments of the history to remedy this situation franklin D richards editor of the millennial
star published anin eighty eight page supplement to volume 14 in 1852 containing all of the earlier scarce
installments
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As willard richards and his chief assistant thomas bullock
commenced the posthumous writing of the history of joseph
smith a rough draft was prepared that is still well preserved in the
church archives if coray s experience was typical preliminary
drafts were used in compiling the history prior to this time but if this
were the case none of them has survived nor is there any specific
reference to such drafts or outlines by the scribes who wrote the final
polished manuscripts the surviving rough draft is written on loose
foolscap and the pagination periodically starts over again see table
6 the rough draft begins with 6 august 1838 and is in the hand-
writing of willard richards this preliminary draft made it possible
for him to leave most of the tedious writing and copying to thomas
bullock dr richards inserted cross references to materials from
various sources that were to be copied into the completed history and
also made many corrections and additions right in the rough draft
thomas bullock started copying the history into the manuscript
history journal for the same date that dr richards started writing the
rough draft 6 august 1838 see table 4 later the rough draft
switches abruptly to the handwriting of thomas bullock see table
6 and it appears he was composing the history at this point but the
journals of elders richards and bullock explain the actual procedure
dr richards suffered an extended illness during the winter of
1845 46 and in his anxiety to continue the history called thomas
bullock to his home got out of his sickbed sat in a chair and dic-
tated the history for elder bullock to record in the rough draft 19

although willard richards had proceeded with the history after
the prophet s death he continued the first person narrative that
characterized the prophets early dictation he was apparently in-
structedstructed by the prophet in carthage jail to continue the plan of
compiling the history which was commenced by himself 20 hav-
ing been called as the prophets private sect and historian elder
richards apparently felt that he had the necessary investiture of
authority to permit him to write for and as if he were the prophet
joseph smith throughout the compilation of the history elder
richards as well as the later writers stuck devotedly to the first
person style commenced by the prophet the notes of elder richards
and other scribes in the prophets diaries were filled out in accordance
with this format but this was not the only material that was modified
for amalgamation into the first person narrative of the history some
of the other sources utilized in its compilation were later summarized

ibid 3 january 1846 historians office journal 3 12 january 1846 church archives
20 georgegcorge A smith to wilford woodruff 21 april 1856 church archives
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TABLE 6
rough draft of the history ofjoseph smith

written by pages historical period covered

willard richards 1 77 6 aug 1838 to 30 dec 1839

willard richards 1 19 1 jan 1840 to 30 dec 1840

willard richards 1 23 1ijanjan 1841 to 30 dec 1841

willard richards 1 19 1ijanjan 1842 to 30 june 1842

willard richards 1 24 1 july 1842 to 31 dec 1842

willard richards 1 13 ijan1 jan 1843 to 29 jan 1843

thomas bullock 13 26 30 jan 1843 to 3 mar 1843

thomas bullock 1 89 1 mar 1843 to 29 dec 1843

jonathan grimshaw 1 5 1 jan 1844 to 27 jan 1844

thomas bullock 7 72 1 feb 1844 to 21 june 1844
jonathan grimshaw
leo hawkins
robert C campbell

thomas bullock 1 76 22june 1844 to 28june 1844
jonathan grimshaw
leo hawkins
robert L campbell

robert L campbell 1 18 22 june 1844 to 8 aug 1844

sources rough draft manuscript history of the church church archives dean C jessee senior historical
associate joseph fielding smith institute of church history brigham young university assisted in identify-
ing the handwriting of the different scribes

paltAlpaialthoughthough thomas bullock was george A smiths chief clerk the other clerks who worked in the
historians office sometimessometimes wrote in the rough draft
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by george A smith who succeeded willard richards as church
historian in 1854

the plan of compiling the history ofjoseph smith from the jour-
nals kept by his clerks willard richards william clayton wilford
woodruff and thomas bullock was commenced by himself extracting
items of necessary information in regard to general and particular
movements from the times and seasons millennial star wasp
neighbor and other publication extracts from city councils
municipal courts and mayors dockets and legion records which
were all kept under his direction also the movement of the church as
found in conference minutes high council records and the records of
the several quorumsquorums together with letters and copies preserved on file
also noted remarkable occurrences throughout the world and compiled
them under date of transaction according to the above plan which he
while in prison just previous to his murder requested elder willard
richards to continue 21

comparison of these sources with the history of the church reveals
that passages from many of them were converted into first person ac-
counts ofofjosephjoseph smith and although such passages appear to be the
direct discourse or writing of the prophet they are really the composi-
tions of others

didjosephdid joseph smith have an opportunity to review carefully all the
history written for him by his scribes both circumstantial and
documentary evidence suggest that the prophet did not have the op-
portunityportunity to review and revise very much of the history on 1 april
1845 brigham young commenced the practice of reviewing the
history for publication his history states

tuesday april 1 18451843 1I commenced revising the history of
joseph smith at brother richards office elder heber C kimball and
george A smith were with me president joseph smith had corrected
forty two pages before his massacre it afforded us great satisfaction to
hear brother richards read the history of the infancy of the church adj-

ourned at eleven pm having read one hundred and forty pages in
book A 22

this beginning of brigham youngs revising the history is also cor-
roboratedro by a note at the top of page 42 of the manuscript 1845
april I11 commenced reading 23 page 42 is in the handwriting of
james mulholland the first scribe of the manuscript and deals with
events connected with the churchschurche first conference on ijune1junemjune 1830 24
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their journal entries for 1 april 1845
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brigham youngs statement that joseph smith had corrected forty
two pages before his massacre would suggest that the prophet en-
trusted a great deal of the work on his history to his scribes and the
church historians and that at the time of his death he was hundreds
of pages behind in reviewing the manuscript although the history
was revised by president young almost without any alteration
brigham continued the practice of allowing clerks to write in the first
person fofor rJosephjoseph until it was finished in 1857 25

elders richards and bullock completed the history to page 1485
in book D 1 before sorting and packing books for the journey
west on 20 january20january 1846 26 it was not until I11 december 1853 that
willard richards got back to the task of compiling the history in
utah thomas bullock describes the doctor s effort in a marginal
note in the manuscript deabdecb 1 1853 willard richards wrote one
line of history being sick at the time and was never able to do any
more 27 this last line of history written by elder richards brought
the historical narrative to 1 march 1843 the history beyond that date
was compiled by his successor george A smith the cousin of the
prophet willard richards died on 11 march 18185454 george A smith
was sustained as the new church historian at general conference on
7 april 1854 and commenced compiling the history on 18 april
1854 28

george A smith continued willard richardssRichardrichardsss practice of
preparing a rough draft As he explained the process thomas
bullock acted with me as chief clerk his pen wrote the prin-
cipal part of the rough manuscript from my dictation 29 jonathan
grimshaw leo hawkins and robert L campbell who were all
clerks in the historian s office also assisted in writing the rough
manuscript see table 6 george A smith s handwriting cannot
be identified in any of the manuscripts compiled under his direction

george A deeply regretted that willard richards had not been
able to complete the history of joseph smith 30 in the following
letter he explained some of the difficulties encountered in trying to
complete the history

it seems as though all the contrivancescontrivances that the devil could invent
had been brought to bear from the day ofofjosephjoseph and hyrumshyrams death to
prevent their history being compiled I1 have sixsix clerks engaged in the

25 25georgegeorge A smith to wilford woodruff 21 april 1856 church archives
historian s officejournaloffice journal 20 january20january 1846 church archives

27 manuscript history of the church D 1 p 1486 church archives
ibid marginal note
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office and it keeps my brain in a perfect whirl to keep track of them or
they of me and not get the cart before the korsehorse many records are near-
ly obliterated by time damp and dirt others lost some half worked
into mouse nests and many important events were never written except
in the hearts of those who were concerned joseph said it would be im-
possible for any man ever to write his history I1 am doing the best I1 can
toward it and feel the spirit of it as much as I1 ever did to preach so
do the clerks in the office 31

in march of 1856 george A wrote that the history ofofjosephjoseph was dif-
ficult to collate and that it was a long tedious and difficult task as
his papers many of them have been badly kept and seriously dam-
aged during our migratory movements since his death 32 A month
later he wrote wilford woodruff

the severe application of thought to the principle of the history
the exercise of memory etc have caused me to suffer much from a ner-
vous headache or inflammationinflamationinflarnation of the brain and my application of mind
being in exercise both day and night deprived me of a great portion of
necessary sleep 33

george A encountered special problems in trying to reconstruct
the notes ofofwillardwillardonwillard richards in the prophets diaries many entries
were only brief notes sometimes difficult to read which required
considerable amplification to complete the meaning in andn acceptable
writing style in all this reconstruction george A maintained the
first person narrative that characterized the history

willard richards had died before he had had the opportunity of
reconstructing any of the sermons of joseph smith from his own
notes one difficult phase of george A smiths work was to prepare
these sermons for inclusion in the manuscript history Uodonathanjonathanuonathanbonathannathan
grimshaw sorted and filed the papers george A reported and
carefully amalgamated the principle part of the discourses of presi-
dent smith and others from the various reports and put them
in shape to be filled up by me 34 he further explained

I1 have filled up all the reports of sermons by prest joseph smith
and others from minutes or sketches taken at the time in longhand by
dr willard richards wilford woodruff thomas bullock william
clayton miss eliza R snow & c which was an immenseimmense labor requir-
ing the deepest thought and the closest application as there were most-
ly only two or three words about half written to a sentence the
greatest care has been taken to convey the ideas in the prophets style as
near as possible and in no case has the sentiment been varied that I1

31 church historian s office letterbookLetterbook 1854 1861 ppap 106 07 church archives
32george A smith to cyrus wheelock march 1855 church archives
33george A smith to wilford wooWcowoodruffdruff 21 april 1856 church archives
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know of as I1 heard most of his discourses myself was on the most in-
timate terms with him have attained a most vivid recollection ofhisochisof his
teachings and was well acquainted with his principles and motives 35

joseph smith was not known to speak from a prepared text and
inasmuch as no one was able to take down his sermons completely in
shorthand there are no verbatim records of his discourses extant

wilford woodruff was called as assistant church historian in
1856 and although he contributed information from his journals and
collected other materials for the history his handwriting does not ap-
pear in the rough or completed manuscripts see tables 3 and 6

up to the end of the nineteenth century the only place the
history of joseph smith could be found was in the early

periodicals of the church where it had been published in serial form
from 1842 to 1863 the diaries of joseph smith had provided the
basic skeletal outline for the history ofjosephofjoseph smith which com-
prises the first six volumes A F of the manuscript history of the
church following several aborted attempts to compile and publish a
history of the church the history of joseph smith had been
started on 11june11 june 1839 and completed by 30 30januaryjanuary 1857 almost
twenty years in the process of compilation and publication the
history was produced by a series of scribes clerks and church
historians who labored sporadically on the project during a very dif-
ficult period of persecution pioneer travel and western colonization
see table 3 the history was first published serially in the times

and seasons and the deseret news from 1842 to 1858 and it was
reprinted in the MillennialmillennialstarfrommillennialstarStar from 1842 to 1863 see table 5 not
only were these installments scattered inconveniently through more
than two decades of periodicals but the publications themselves were
virtually unobtainable

after the deaths of the original compilers of the history there
was a tendency in the church to forget or ignore the methodology of
the early scribes and church historians who wrote it and to attribute
all of the first person material in the history to josephtojoseph smith himself
orson pratt church historian from 1874 to 1881 was well ac-
quaintedquainted with the men who worked on the history and was familiar
with their procedures when a church member wrote to him to in-
quire about a rather obvious error in the history he frankly admitted

the discrepancy in the history to which you refer may have occurred
through the ignorance or carelessness of the historian or transcriber it is

true that history reads as though the prophet himself was writing but

ibid
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the prophet was a slow and awkward writer and many events recorded
were written by his scribes who undoubtedly trusted too much to their
memories and the items probably were not sufficiently scanned by bro
joseph before they got into print 36

whether by ignorance or design elder pratts successors in the
historians office apparently said nothing about the methodology in-
volved in compiling the early history of the church and by the end of
the nineteenth century it was frequently assumed that all the history
had been written or dictated by the prophet

by the turn of the century the project of publishing the entire
history in accessible book form was undertaken by george Q can-
non a member of the first presidency in an unpublished preface
he asserted that the history was written by the prophet himself or
under his own direction during his lifetime he further explained

while it is in a sense personal and autobiographical it nevertheless
constitutes the true history of the church and its happenings stated
in his language up to within a very few days of his martyrdom 37 in
less than fifty years from the time the history was completed the
methods involved in its compilation were either obscured or ignored
to the point that it was commonly assumed the history was the per-
sonal writing or dictation of the prophet in spite of several recent ar-
ticles on the subject nothing has significantly modified this belief as
far as the general church membership is concerned

the history of the church in its present form was edited by
B H roberts who was assigned the project on 23 may 1901 about
six weeks after the death of george Q cannon 38 the first six
volumes containing the history ofjoseph smith were published
from 1902 to 1912 and although elder roberts made significant con-
tributions to the history through his editing he also created many
problems his most serious shortcoming was that he did not come to
grips with the question of the history s authorship nor the
methodology associated with its original compilation he not only
perpetuated the myth that the entire narrative was the prophets own
writing or words 39but39 but he also made additions and deletions right in
the text without any annotation as if these too were the product of
the prophet s own mind 40 in doing this he corrupted the text as he
tried to correct it and actually widened the gap between the real

orson310rson pratt tojohncojohnto john christensen 11 march 1876 church archives
37george Q cannon unfinished preface to a history of the church ccigolcigoi190 1 church archives
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joseph smith and what was being published as his personal writing
ifjosephifjoseph smiths declaration that no man knows my history were
true in his own lifetime it was even more true after robertss revi-
sions for the prophets actual personality character and style were
further obscured by an often misleading editorial screen

B H roberts should have gone back to the original sources to
ascertain the actual origin and authorship of the materials being
edited misleading transpositionstranspositions of the other mens words into first
person statements of joseph smith should have been at least iden-
tified and in some cases corrected robertss own modifications
should have been identified or confined to the footnotes so his work
could be distinguished from that of the former compilers variant
passages in the manuscripts should have been noted and evaluated
and the whole editorial process explained and annotated more clearly
elder roberts s editorial work is at best incomplete and at worst
misleading

however if the history ofofjosephjoseph smith fails to measure up to
modern day standards for historical writing and editing it only
reflects the shortcomings of other mid nineteenth century historical
works in the united states and its compilers and editors should not
be judged too harshly the accepted standards of modern historians
and writers as they relate to plagiarism ghostwritingghostwriting documentation
use of quotation marks and respect for the integrity of original
sources are comparatively recent developments not widely im-
plementedplemen ted even among professional historians until almost fifty years
after the compilation of the history of joseph smith and such
critical standards were not reflected in the works of nonprofessional
historians until some time after B H roberts did his editing 41

despite its deficiencies the history of the church is an excellent
collection of sources on joseph smith and early mormonism
although the authorship of these sources is often confused and
deceptive the history was nearly always written by eyewitnesses and
it is commendably accurate and reliable in its factual content when
george A smith and wilford woodruff bore testimony that the
history of joseph smith is true and is one of the most authentic
histories ever written they were certainly correct as far as the record-
ing of events and details is concerned 42

matthew A fitzsimmons the development of ofhistoriographyhistoriography harrisburg pa the stackpole co
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As a narrative and witness of the latter day restoration the
history ofjoseph smith has contributed significantly to the faith

and understanding of its readers since the time it made its first ap-
pearancepearance in the churchschurche periodicals over a century ago the great
value of this enduring work should justify a painstaking and forth-
right re editing which would identify the history s authors and
sources and would prevent the publication and popularity of such
misleading books as the journal Josephofjosephof

most of the original sources used in the compilation of the history
are in an excellent state of preservation in the church archives and it
is still possible to identify the authors and original content of many of
the primary sources there is often a discernible difference in style
between a joseph smith holograph his dictated compositions and
the writing of the scribes43scribes43 but as in the case of most ghostwritingghostwriting it
is very difficult to determine in a definitive or comprehensive way just
what was contributed by joseph smith and what was the input of his
scribes handwriting analysis historical circumstantial evidence
comparisons of style identification of original sources and such new
techniques as computer wordprintswordprints are all promising tools for the
further identification of documents that reflect the prophet s per-
sonal thought vocabulary style and personality it could be argued
that the history is reliable regardless of its authorship but this in no
way justifies representing quotations from its contents as the personal
compositions of the prophet when they are actually the work of other
men
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